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Abstract—Facial profile provides a complementary structure
of the face that is not present in frontal faces, which has been
used in personal identification, face perception research and
3D face construction. In this paper, we present a novel local
attributed string matching (LAStrM) approach to recognize face
profiles in the presence of interferences. The conventional profile
recognition algorithms heavily depend on the accuracy of the
facial area cropping. However, in realistic scenarios the facial
area may be difficult to localize due to interferences (e.g., glasses,
hairstyles). The proposed approach is able to efficiently find the
most discriminative local parts between face profiles addressing
the recognition problem with interferences. Experimental results
have shown that the proposed matching scheme is robust to
interferences compared against several primary approaches using
two profile image databases (Bern and FERET). It has potential
capability for partially occluded shape classification.

Index Terms—string matching, interference, profile recogni-
tion, facial area cropping, partially occluded.

I. INTRODUCTION

Human face recognition is of practical importance in many

applications, such as access control and security monitoring.

Most automatic face recognition approaches are based on

frontal images. Facial profiles, on the other hand, provide a

complementary information of the face that is not present in

frontal faces. Fusion of frontal and profile views can lead the

overall personal identification technique more foolproof and

efficient. Furthermore, in many scenarios, a frontal facial image

is not available (e.g., the situation of a driver entering a gated

area). Face profile recognition can be roughly classified into

two categories: the fiducial mark-based approaches [1][2][3]

and the profile outline-based methods [4][5][6]. Fiducial mark-

based methods rely on the correct detection of fiducial points.

However, automatic detection of fiducial marks is not always

reliable, particularly when detecting features such as concave

nose, flat chin, etc. Hence, profile outline-based methods have

achieved much attention over past few years.

In [6], the profile curve was represented as a histogram,

where histogram metric such as χ2 distance and PDF LN

norms were employed to measure profiles. This approach is

heavily dependent on empirically chosen threshold to filter

profile outlines. Bhanu and Zhou [4] proposed a method using

dynamic time warping (DTW) to match face profiles based on

the curvature value of each point on the profile. Gao and Leung

[5] approximated the face profiles using line segments de-

scribed by attributed strings. Then an attributed string matching

approach was proposed to compute the profile similarity, which

is more appropriate and robust than point matching methods.

However, [4][5] assume that the two compared profiles have

the same curve details and fails to work when an object has

large local shape deformations or occlusions.

The effect of interferences has not been previously inves-

tigated in the face profile recognition, as most previous work

has assumed that facial area required for recognition are visible

and precisely localized. However, in realistic scenarios the

facial area may be difficult to localize due to interferences

(e.g., glasses, hairstyles). In this paper, we present a novel

local attributed string matching (LAStrM) approach that can

recognize face profiles with hairs or glasses. A face profile

outline is represented by an attributed string. The matching

of two profiles is done by matching two attributed strings

through a string-to-string matching scheme. The proposed

method is able to efficiently find the most discriminative local

parts for recognition without making any assumption on the

distributions of the facial interferences regions. An example is

illustrated in Figure 1, where (a) is original profile outlines;

(b) is matched result using proposed approach; (c) is matched

result using global method (i.e. AStrM [5]).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A brief

overview of the string matching method is described in Sec-

tion 2. Section 3 presents a new attributed string matching

approach to address the face profile under partial conditions.

Experimental results are given in Section 4. Finally, Section 5

concludes the paper.

Fig. 1. An example of matching results. Solid red line represents matched
parts and dash line represents non-match parts.
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II. STRING MATCHING

String matching is a syntactic and structural method for

similarity measurement between strings or vectors, which has

been widely used for researches in molecular biology [7],

speech recognition [8], and file comparison [9]. Strings can be

classified into two categories: symbolic strings and attributed

strings. The symbolic string matching is widely used for

shape recognition [10][11][12]. In these methods, shapes are

described by string representation (see Fig. 2) and primitives

are described by symbols (see Fig. 3). In Fig. 2, the string

representations for these three shapes are S1 = aabbccdd,

S2 = aaabcccd and S3 = abbcdd.

Fig. 2. Symbolic string representation for three shapes

Fig. 3. Primitives and corresponding symbols used in Fig. 1

The goal of string matching algorithms is to find a sequence

of elementary edit operations which transform one sting into

another at a minimal cost. The elementary operations for sym-

bolic string matching are deletion, insertion, and substitution.

1) Substitution (or Change): to replace a symbol (e.g. a
in S1) with the other (e.g. b in S2), denoted as a → b.

2) Insert: to insert a symbol (e.g. a in S1) into a string

(e.g. S2), denoted as λ → a, where λ is a symbol used

to denote nothing (called null symbol).

3) Delete: to delete a symbol (e.g. a in S1) from a string

(e.g. S1), denoted as a → λ.

Let C be a cost function which defines a cost C(a → b)
for each edit operation a → b. Hence, the cost of a sequence

of edit operations S = s1, s2, . . . , sm is defined as:

C(S) =
m∑

i=1

C(si)

The matching between two strings (e.g. S1 and S2) is to

calculate the edit distance d(S1, S2) from S1 to S2, which

is the minimum of the costs of all the edit sequences taking

S1 to S2.

From Fig. 3, we can see that the primitives used in symbolic

string matching are pre-defined symbols. However, symbols

Fig. 4. Attributed string representation for shapes

are discrete in nature while most problems of pattern recogni-

tion deal with attributes that are basically continuous in nature.

It was found inadequate to use symbols as primitives for

complex pattern recognition [13]. Hence, the attributed string

matching [5][13][14] are proposed. In attributed string match-

ing, an object is represented by a string which is composed of

attributed primitives (see Fig. 4). For example, in Fig. 4, the

string representation of the shape S1 is S1 = pS1
1 pS1

2 pS1
3 pS1

4 ,

where pS1
j is the ith primitives with attributes (e.g. the length,

orientation and location). Compared with the symbolic strings,

the attributed strings are object-oriented, which is suitable for

complex pattern recognition. In addition, a new edit operation,

merge, is introduced in attributed string matching, which can

address the noise and distortion issues (shapes S4,S5 and S6
in Fig. 4). The merge operation is used to combine and match

any number of consecutive primitives in one string with those

in the other. An example of merge operation is illustrated in

Fig. 5, where three primitives P1, P2 and P3 are combined

into a new primitive P .

Fig. 5. An example of the merge operation

However, the conventional attributed string matching meth-

ods [5][13][14] have two major drawbacks. Firstly, their

method is based on Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [15], which

performs a global alignment on two sequences. Their algorithm

fails to work when an object has large local shape deformations

or occlusions (e.g. Shapes S2 and S3 in Fig. 6). In addition,

the conventional attributed string matching methods need to

search the start points (the first primitives).

Global method works well when the sequences are globally

similar and there is no large occlusion. However, when unex-

pectedly long matching segments have been located between
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Fig. 6. An example of partial shapes

two sequences, the global alignment fails to work because

every part of the sequences is taken into consideration. Smith

and Waterman proposed a local alignment algorithm (SW al-

gorithm) for identification of common molecular subsequences

[16]. Given two molecular sequence A = a1a2 . . . an and

B = b1b2 . . . bm. s(ai, bj) is a similarity between two elements

ai and bj in sequences A and B, respectively. Wd is weight

to delete a element and Wi is weight to insert a element.

Hi,j is the maximum similarity score of any two segments

ending in ai and bj . The similarity is obtained using dynamic

programming [16]:

H(i, j) = max

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

H(i, j − 1) − Wd

H(i − 1, j) − Wi

H(i − 1, j − 1) + s(ai, bj)
0

(1)

The Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm is similar to

Needleman-Wunsch algorithm but includes an extra zero (Eq.

1), which allows termination of subsequence alignments that

perform poorly and is thus able to find similar subsequences

without exhaustive search. But SW algorithm is based on

symbolic strings, which was found inadequate for complex

pattern recognition. In this study, we propose a novel local

attributed string matching approach and applied for partial face

profile recognition.

III. PROPOSED STRING MATCHING ALGORITHM

The algorithm in [5] calculated similarity between two

entire face profile strings. However, the algorithm cannot

ignore areas that show little similarity when dealing with

face profiles under partial conditions(see Fig. 1). To overcome

this limitation, we propose a new attributed string matching

algorithm to perform partial matching for face profile in the

presence of hairs/glasses interferences.

A. Cost functions

Let S1(i) and S2(j) be the ith and the jth primi-

tives in strings S1 and S2 with attributes (li, θi, xi, yi) and

(lj , θj , xj , yj) respectively, where li and lj are the lengths,

(xi, yi) and (xj , yj) are the midpoint locations and θi and θj

are the orientations of the line segments measured between

the line and the reference line. The reference line is the line

between the nose tip and the chin point. Let S(i, j) denote the

substring of S from the ith to the jth primitives of S.

The cost function for change operation from S1(i) to S2(j)
is defined as:

Cost[Change(S1(i), S2(j)] = |li − lj | + f(�(θi, θj))

+
√

(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2,
(2)

where �(θi, θj) is the angle difference between two primitives

(0 ≤ �(θi, θj) ≤ 90), and f() is a non-linear penalty function

to map the angle to a scalar using f(x) = x2/W , and W = 50
is the weight to balance the angle and length.

The costs of delete and insert operations can be derived

from the above change cost function by introducing a null

primitive φ with zero length and indefinite angle and location.

The cost functions of these two operations are defined as

Cost[deleteS1(i)] = f(Kθ) + li + Kloc, (3)

Cost[insertS2(j)] = f(Kθ) + lj + Kloc, (4)

where Kθ and Kloc are constants to represent the indefinite

orientation and location of the line segment. For the purpose

of penalization, Kθ = 90o represents the maximum angle

difference and the maximum location difference (the diagonal

distance of the input image) is used for Kloc.

Next, we consider the merge operation. The merge operation

is used to combine and match any number of consecutive

primitives in one string with those in the other. An example of

merge operation is illustrated in Fig. 5, where three primitives

P1, P2 and P3 are combined into a new primitive P . Let

S(i−k+1, i) = S(i−k+1)S(i−k+2) . . . S(i) be a substring

with k primitives in S to be merged, and Sk(i) be the merged

primitive of these k primitives. The merge operation is denoted

as merge(S(i − k + 1, i) → Sk(i)). If k = 1, Sk(i) = S(i),
which is the case without any merge operation. The merge cost

is defined as:

Cost[merge(S(i − k + 1, i) → Sk(i)]

= f(
k − 1

lk

i∑
p=i−k+1

�(θk, θp) × lp),
(5)

where k is the number of merged primitives in S. lk and θk are

the length and the line orientation of merged primitive Sk(i),
lp and θp are the length and the line orientation of primitive

in S before merging.

Now, by considering Sk(i) as a single primitive, the cost

function for a change operation after merge can be rewritten

as:

Cost[Change(Sk
1 (i), Sl

2(j))] = |lk − ll| + f(�(θk, θl))

+
√

(xk − xl)2 + (yk − yl)2,
(6)

which is performed after the k primitives in S1(i − k + 1, i)
are merged as Sk

1 (i) and the l primitives in S2(j− l+1, j) are

merged as Sl
2(j). If k = 1 and l = 1, no merge is performed

and the above change operation reduces to the conventional

one-to-one change operation Change(S1(i), S2(j)) (see Eq.2)
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B. Similarity measure via dynamic programming

The similarity between the two profiles can be characterized

by the edit operation cost using Dynamic Programming (DP)

between the two strings. Let S1 = S1(1) . . . S1(m) and

S2 = S2(1) . . . S2(m) be string representations of input profile

face and model profile face, respectively, where m and n are

numbers of primitives in S1 and S2. To find pairs of strings

with high degrees of similarity, we set up a similarity matrix

D. Let the input string (i.e. S1) has m primitives represented

by the rows of the similarity matrix D, and let the model string

(i.e. S2) has n primitives represented by the columns of the

similarity matrix D. First we initialize

D(i, 0) = D(0, j) = 0 (0 ≤ i ≤ m , 0 ≤ j ≤ n). (7)

D(i, j) is the similarity of two strings ending at S1(i) and

S2(j). It is defined as:

D(i, j) = max

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0
D(i, j − 1) − Cost[insert(S2(j))]
D(i − 1, j) − Cost[delete(S1(i))]
maxk,l{D(i − k, j − l)

+c(S1〈i − k + 1 → i〉,
S2〈j − l + 1 → j〉)}

(8)

where c(S1〈i − k + 1 → i〉, S2〈j − l + 1 → j〉) is defined as

follows:

c(S1〈i − k + 1 → i〉, S2〈j − l + 1 → j〉)} = λ

−Cost[S1(i − k + 1, i), S2(j − l + 1, j)],
(9)

where Cost[S1(i−k+1, i), S2(j−l+1, j)] is the cost of merge

and change edit operations between substring S1(i− k + 1, i〉
and S2(j− l+1, j) (see Eq. 5 and Eq.6). k and l are numbers

of the merged primitives. In Eq.9, λ is used to decide the

similarity between primitives S1(i−k+1, i) and S2(j−l+1, j).
If the cost value Cost[S1(i− k +1, i), S2(j − l +1, j)] is less

than λ, these primitives are considered as similar elements.

For two profiles, S1 and S2, with primitives S1(i)(i =
1, 2, . . . ,m) and S2(j)(j = 1, 2, . . . , n), we compute all

the similarity costs between their primitives and obtain the

similarity matrix S as

D =

⎛
⎜⎝

D(0, 0) D(0, 1) . . . D(0, n)
...

...
...

...

D(m, 0) D(m, 1) . . . D(m,n)

⎞
⎟⎠ (10)

The pair of substrings with maximum similarity is found

by first locating the maximal element in D. The other matrix

elements leading to this maximal value are then sequentially

determined with a traceback procedure ending with an element

of D equaling to zero. The pair of substrings with the next

best similarity is found by applying the traceback procedure

to the second largest element in D not associated with the first

traceback.

The proposed attributed string matching is conducted

according to Algorithm 1, where merg limitA and

merg limitB are controlling upper limits on the number

of primitives to be merged into a new one in S1 and S2,

respectively. The similarity of associating a group of segments

from string S1 with a group of segments from string S2 is

computed as

s(S1, S2) =
f∑

i=1

Di, (11)

The term Di is the similarity ( the ith maximal element in D
matrix table) of the ith best similar substrings between two

strings and f is the number of best similar substrings (in this

study, f is the number of all the similar substrings).

D(0, 0) := 0
f o r i := 1 t o m do D(i, 0) := 0 ;

f o r j := 1 t o n do D(0, j) := 0 ;

f o r i := 1 t o m
f o r j := 1 t o n

b e g i n

m1 := D(i, j − 1) − Cost[insert(S2(j))] ;

m2 := D(i − 1, j) − Cost[delete(S1(i))] ;

f o r k := 1 t o merge limitA
f o r l := 1 t o merge limitB

M [k, l] := D(i − k, j − l) + λ
−{Cost[merge(S1(i − k + 1, i) → Sk

1 (i)]
+ Cost[merge(S2(j − l + 1, i) → Sl

2(j)]
+ Cost[change(Sk

1 (i), Sl
2(j))]}

m3 := max(M [k, l]) ;

D(i, j) := max(0, m1, m2, m3) ;

end

end

Algorithm 1. Proposed attributed string matching. m and n are the line

segment numbers of strings S1 and S2

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Datasets and preprocessing

Two well-known face profile databases are used to evaluate

the proposed approach. The first database is from University

of Bern [17] containing 30 individuals with two profile view

images for each person. The size of images is 342x512 pixels.

No individual wear glasses in this database. The facial areas

were cropped to eliminate hairs interference. Hence, after crop-

ping, all profiles from this database are without interferences.

An example is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. A profile view of a face in the database(A), the cropped silhouette
(B), and the profile contour (C)

Another database we used to test the proposed method

is FERET database [18]. We selected 150 individuals with

two side face images per individual. The size of images is

256x348 pixels. Compared with images in the database from

University of Bern, images in FERET database are greatly

affected by hairs or glasses interferences. Side images of the

same person may have different facial areas (see Fig. 8 (b)
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and (d)) or a large deformation on their profile outlines (see

Fig. 8 (a) and (c)), which will affect the performance of

the conventional face profile approach heavily. Hence, in this

dataset, all information (including hairs or glasses) on profile

outline was extracted to evaluate the performance of proposed

approach under interference conditions.

Fig. 8. Samples from FERET. (a)(or (c)) two side images of the same
person with a large deformation on their profile outlines because of glasses
interference. (b) (or (d)) two side images of the same person with different
facial area because of hairs interference.

All face images were normalized using the line between the

nose tip and the chin points. Then face profile outline curves

were obtained using the algorithm proposed in [19]. In our

experiments, merge limit was set as 10.

B. Determination of λ

The effect of λ in Algorithm 1 was investigated on recog-

nition accuracy using Bern database. Fig. 9 shows the curve

of recognition rate against the λ in normal condition. The

recognition rate increases greatly from λ = 5 to λ = 12 .

Between λ = 12 and λ = 14, the recognition rate is steady.

Then it decreases with the increase of λ. For the rest of the

experiments, λ was set as 13.

Fig. 9. The effect of λ on the recognition rate

C. Profile Recognition without and with interferences
In order to evaluate the effectiveness and feasibility of

the proposed approach, a system performance investigation

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BASED FACE PROFILE WITHOUT AND WITH

HAIRS/GLASSES INTERFERENCE

Methods
Recognition rate(%)
Profile without interferences Profile with interferences
rank1 rank1 rank3 rank5

LAStrM 98.2% 82.6% 88.3% 95.2%
AStrM 98.3% 33.3% 43.9% 48.4%
DTW 90.0% 25.7% 40.9% 46.9%

hist χ2 96.1% 72.7% 83.3% 90.9%
hist pdf 98.0% 71.2% 83.3% 86.4%

is conducted, which covers face profile recognition without

and with hairs/glasses interference using the first database

and the second database (see Section 3.1), respectively. The

system performances are compared with several benchmark ap-

proaches, i.e. the dynamic time warping (DTW) [4], histogram

with χ2 distance (hist χ2) and PDF LN norms (hist pdf) with

abnegated 20% of points whose distances with the correspond-

ing is large [6] and attributed string matching (AStrM) [5].

The experimental results are illustrated in Table I. It can be

observed that the proposed method achieved the second best

result in cropped face profile recognition test and significantly

outperformed other benchmark methods in non-crop face pro-

file recognition experiment.

V. CONCLUSION

A local attributed string matching method for human face

profile recognition has been proposed. The matching of two

profiles is done by matching two attributed strings through a

string-to-string matching scheme which is able to efficiently

find the most discriminative local parts for recognition without

making any assumption on the distributions of the facial

interference regions. This is believed to be the first piece

of work on face profile analysis to address the interferences

problem, which is one of the most challenging problem in

real applications. Furthermore, our method is based on line

segments, which are more reliable and accurate than fiducial

points to represent shapes. Through preliminary experiments

on two popular face database our matching method produces

promising results for both face profiles with and without inter-

ferences. It also has potential capability for partially occluded

shape classification.
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